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Evidence is presented for the generation of a silylene reacting
from a triplet electronic state. This has proven to be a formidable
task.1-3 A conceptual basis for a successful strategy was provided
in 1991 when it was recognized that the “crossover angle”∠Z-
Si-Z, beyond which the lowest triplet state lies below the lowest
singlet, decreases with decreasing electronegativity of Z.4 With
Z ) trialkylsilyl the predicted crossover angle of 115-120° should
be accessible, and bis(tri-isopropylsilyl)silylene (iPr3Si)2Si was
generated in the hope that it would possess a triplet ground
electronic state.2 Density functional calculations by Apeloig and
co-workers predict a∆ES-T ) 1.4-1.7 kcal/mol for (iPr3Si)2Si.5

The EPR experiment that could establish a triplet ground state
has been limited by a scarcity of precursors for the photochemical
generation of (iPr3Si)2Si in an organic glass.6

With one exception, the formation of a product of hydrogen
acquisition (iPr3Si)2SiH2 whose possible origin from a triplet
silylene was speculative,2 the reactions observed for (iPr3Si)2Si
were those addition and insertion processes already well-known
from the study of singlet silylenes.1 This suggested that, even if
(iPr3Si)2Si has a triplet ground state, reactions of the lowest singlet
state might siphon off the silylene, thus preventing study of triplet
silylene chemistry. Therefore, attention has turned to silylenes
more likely to react from a triplet state, that is, silylenes predicted
to have triplet ground statesanda larger singlet-triplet splitting
than (iPr3Si)2Si. Attempts by Wiberg to generate bis(tri-tert-butyl-
silyl)silylene (tBu3Si)2Si by a silylenoid route suggested that this
silylene, while predicted to possess a triplet ground state, might
be too sterically hindered to undergo intermolecular reactions.7

For tri-tert-butylsilyl(triisopropylsilyl)silylene (tBu)3Si-Si-Si-
(iPr)3, 1, ∆ES-T is likely to lie between the values predicted by
Apeloig for (iPr3Si)2Si (1.4-1.7 kcal/mol) and for (tBu3Si)2Si

(4.1-7.1 kcal/mol).5,8 Thus,1 seemed to be a likely candidate
for a silylene with a triplet ground state that would undergo
reactions from that state. Synthesis of the key starting material
for 1, (tBu)3Si-SiBr2-Si(iPr)3, 2, was straightforward after
recognition of a useful generalization for the formation of
sterically congested Si-Si bonds by salt-elimination reactions:
Y3SiM + XSiZ3 f Y3Si-SiZ3 + MX. If one reaction partner is
more sterically hindered than the other, it should be the nucleo-
phile Y3SiM.9,10

The most useful precursor of1, 3-phenyl-1-tri-tert-butylsilyl-
1-triisopropylsilyl-1-silacyclopent-3-ene,3, was synthesized by
condensation of2 with a reagent prepared by reduction of
2-phenylbutadiene with activated magnesium (Scheme 1).

Previous reports of selectivity inversions between metal-free
and organometallic reaction systems for the generation of silylenes
and their equivalents,11,12 suggest that insertion product5 and
addition product6 are the results ofsilylenoidreactions (the latter
seemingly the first magnesium-induced addition to be reported).
Room-temperature photolysis of3 and6 in methylcyclohexane
solutions containing 2,3-dimethylbutadiene or trimethylsilane
serving as trapping agents gave rise to the products ofπ-addition,
4, and H-Si insertion,5, associated with previously investigated
silylenes (Scheme 2).1,13

In the absence of added trapping agents, photolysis of3 leads
to a mechanistically suggestive product7 that results formally
from intramolecular insertion of silylene1 into an H-C bond of
a tert-butyl group (Scheme 3).14

Formation of7 at room temperature from a species whose
H-Si and π-addition reactions reveal it to be a silylene is
consistent with the reaction of an accessible triplet state. H-C
insertion by asingletsilylene is predicted to require ca. 20 kcal/
mol activation energy and has most commonly been observed as
an intramolecular reaction at high temperatures.15,16 However,
intramolecular H-atom abstraction bytriplet 1, followed by radical
coupling, is a feasible pathway to7 (Scheme 4). Intermolecular
H-atom abstraction from a suitable hydrogen donor should
compete with the intramolecular process. The results (Scheme
5) from photolysis of3 in the presence of triisopropylsilane lend
support to such a mechanism.

The presence of HSi(iPr)3 leads to a marked decrease in the
yield of 7. With DSi(iPr)3 deuterium is not incorporated in7.17
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The mechanism of Scheme 4 is consistent with both of the
following observations: (1) Trapping agent HSiMe3 leads to a
high yield of the product of formal intermolecular H-Si insertion
by silylene1. (2) In the presence of triisopropylsilane no product
of formal H-Si insertion is found, but the yield of a product of
formal intramolecular H-C insertion decreases.

According to the mechanism of Scheme 4, the difference
between HSiMe3 and HSi(iPr)3 as trapping agents is that the steric
encumbrance of the triisopropylsilyl radical prevents coupling of
the radical pair formed upon H-atom abstraction. In the case of
HSiMe3 the radical pair can couple to form the formal insertion
product5. Experiments are underway to confirm reactions from
a triplet state of1 by CIDNP, while confirmation of a triplet

ground state awaits discovery of a photochemical precursor for
1 that will function in a glass.

In 1997 Wiberg made a suggestion,7 repeated recently,18 that
a product analogous to7 from the metal-induced dehalogenation
of (tBu3Si)2SiX2 (X ) F, Cl, Br) is formed via thetriplet silylene
(tBu3Si)2Si. While the suggestion is not implausible, no evidence
for the intermediacy of a free silylene in the reactions studied by
Wiberg has been presented, and the silylenoid intermediates that
intervene in these reactions can be expected to yield similar
products. Banaszak-Holl has recently activated a stable germylene
toward intermolecular H-C insertion,19 and intramolecular H-C
insertion by a diarylgermylene has been promoted by Lewis
acids.20

In conclusion, the observation that photolysis of a precursor
to silylene (tBu)3Si-Si-Si(iPr)3, 1, leads to the formation of a
product of formal intramolecular H-C insertion in addition to
products from intermolecular H-Si insertion and dieneπ-addition
suggests that free silylene1 reacted from its predicted triplet
ground state. The intramolecular H-C insertion product is
unlikely to arise from a singlet silylene at room temperature.
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